
Extraordinary Ministers of 
Holy Communion

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Catholic Church
Wednesday – August 25, 2021   6PM

Saturday – August 28, 2021   10AM

And Tuesday – October 19, 2021   6PM



Welcome and Sign In

• Welcome to St. Elizabeth Ann Seton’s Extraordinary Ministers of 
Holy Communion (EMHC) Training Workshop

• Sign In sheets  - Purpose

• Assures accuracy of SEAS list of EMHCs,

• Information allows for effective efficient application and use 
of our scheduling App (MSP),

• Signatures document your attendance and support SEAS 
parish and Diocese records.

• “Attendance required to maintain status for existing EMHC, 
or to be properly disposed and equipped if new EMHC.”

• Small but important changes in our procedures.
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SEAS - EMHC August, 2021 Letter
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Sign-In Information Needed
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• Please specify the Mass you normally attend (and at which 
you are EMHC),

• Please specify whether you use the App or Computer to 
monitor your schedule – Yes or No in Column #4.

• Please note whether you are to be included for automatic 
scheduling (“Automatic”), or whether you will volunteer to fill 
open positions periodically (“Volunteer”) – Column #5,

• Please provide the e-mail through which you desire to 
receive your church and App notices.

• Please provide your contact phone # - indicating whether 
“cell #” or “home #”

• Update physical address, if it has changed.



Sign-In Worksheet
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Normal Currently Current

Mass Using App MSP Attendance Phone # Physical Mail Address

# Name Time Computer ? Activity Class Signature E-Contact Address Cell or Land Line ? (if changed)

(Yes or No)

117 Joe Doe 4:00 Yes AutoSchedule Joe Doe joe.doe@gmail.com 318-377-7777 (cell) Unchanged

118 Jane Doe 8:15 No Volunteer Jane Doe jane.doe@gmail.com 318-798-9999 (home) Unchanged
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Workshop Structure
1. Our Service as Extraordinary Ministers of Holy 

Communion (EMHC),

2. Handling of the Sacred Vessels and distribution of 
the Precious Body and Blood of our Lord,

3. Procedures Before Mass,

4. Procedures During Mass,

5. Demeanor and attire,

6. EMHC to the Sick and Infirmed,

7. Conclusion, and then

8. Practice Distribution.
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Our Service as Extraordinary Ministers 
of Holy Communion – Section 1
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Who Are the EMHC, Who Do They Aspire to Be ?

• “The faithful who serve as Extraordinary Ministers of 
Holy Communion must be persons, whose good 
qualities of Christian life, faith, and morals 
recommend them.  Let them strive to be worthy of 
this great office, foster their own devotion to the 
Eucharist, and show an example to the rest of the 
faithful by their own devotion and reverence toward 
the most august sacrament of the altar.””  (Immensae 
Caritatis No. 1 – June 15, 1978; Pope Paul VI)
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Extraordinary Ministers of 
Holy Communion

• The Catholic Church greatly appreciates and takes 
seriously the ministry of EMHC.

• There is no greater ministry in our Catholic church. 

• EMHC are commissioned by the Bishop to serve three-
year terms.

• The names of the EMHC are submitted to the Bishop.

• Role of EMHC is profound.

• Our serving as EMHCs in the distribution of the 
Precious Body and Blood also has eternal significance.
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Serving as an EMHC
• In the Annunciation, Mary received Christ into her womb.  

• In Holy Communion we receive Jesus into our bodies.

• From the  ciborium and chalice we receive the Precious Body and Blood 
of Christ.   

• In the Visitation Mary visited Elizabeth to share the good news.  

• In Holy Communion, the visitation takes place by Jesus, Son of God and 
Son of Mary visiting us.

• We serve as honored vessels of the Precious Body and Blood of Christ 
when we assist Father in distributing Holy Communion.

• As EMHCs, we should grow in our vocation of serving Christ and being Christ 
like. (Pamphlet)

• Our roles in assisting in the Mass have great significance – profound.

• Our serving in the distribution of the precious Body and Blood also has 
eternal significance.
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Christ
• It is always Christ who is serving and being offered.

• The EMHC’s ministry is a service to the Church and 
a help to the priest who is always acting in persona 
Christi (in the person of Christ),

• And Christ is working through and in EMHCs.

• EMHCs serve as honored vessels of the Precious 
Body and Blood when we distribute Holy 
Communion.
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Serving as an EMHC
• As one called to serve at the altar, your ministry will require you to grow 

– in reverence, confidence, dexterity, and agility in the way you handle 
chalices, purificators, ciborium, patens, and pyx. (Pictures or Live)

• You will learn to handle the sacred species (bread and wine) 
appropriately and respectfully.

• There should be great reverence for the Eucharistic species – the 
Precious Body and Blood of Christ.

• Always receive Holy Communion before distributing Holy 
Communion

• Model faith-filled reverent reception of Holy Communion

• Reverently and consciously bow your head before you receive the 
Body of Christ and the Blood of Christ as a gesture of reverence

• Your witness encourages others.
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Serving as an EMHC

• As Jesus received and blessed the fish and the loaves, 
he gave them to the Apostles, who distributed them to 
the people.

• At Mass, the Priest in persona Christi blesses the 
Precious Body and Blood and presents the sacred 
vessels to us the EMHCs.

• We receive the sacred vessels from the priest or 
deacon.

• And we then, as did the Apostles, assist in the 
distribution of Holy Communion.
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Matthew 14:13-21
13. When Jesus heard of it, he withdrew in a boat to a deserted place by himself. The 

crowds heard of this and followed him on foot from their towns.

14. When he disembarked and saw the vast crowd, his heart was moved with pity for 
them, and he cured their sick.

15. When it was evening, the disciples approached him and said, “This is a deserted 
place and it is already late; dismiss the crowds so that they can go to the villages 
and buy food for themselves.”

16. [Jesus] said to them, “There is no need for them to go away; give them some food 
yourselves.”

17. But they said to him, “Five loaves and two fish are all we have here.”

18. Then he said, “Bring them here to me,”

19. and he ordered the crowds to sit down on the grass. Taking the five loaves and 
the two fish, and looking up to heaven, he said the blessing, broke the loaves, and 
gave them to the disciples, who in turn gave them to the crowds.

20. They all ate and were satisfied, and they picked up the fragments left over*—
twelve wicker baskets full.

21. Those who ate were about five thousand men, not counting women and children.
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Handling of the Sacred Vessels and 
Distribution of the Precious Body 
and Blood of our Lord – Section 2
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Handling the Sacred Vessels during 
Distribution

• Each sacred vessel, blessed for service only in divine 
worship, deserves the special respect of every 
EMHC and communicant.

• The chalice and ciborium should be held upright:
• To show the dignity of the sacrament they contain.
• To reduce the possibility of spilling

• Be filled with reverential awe as you exercise your 
ministry during the sacred liturgy.

• Only commissioned EMHC may hold the sacred 
vessels.
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Handling the Sacred Vessels during 
Distribution

• A chalice should never be left upon the altar to be 
picked up by the communicant for self-communication.

• Nor should the chalice be passed from one 
communicant to another; See Distribution of the Blood 
of Christ below.
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Distribution of the Body of Christ
• Communicant bows his or her head as a gesture of reverence before receiving

• EMHC takes the consecrated host between the thumb and forefinger, lifts it before 
the communicant (at communicant’s eye level) and says:

• “The Body of Christ”

• Communicant responds “Amen”

• Place the Body of Christ on the tongue (don’t touch tongue); or, as is the more 
common case, place the Body of Christ in the “throned” hands of the communicant

• Communicant consumes the Body of Christ, then proceeds to the Chalice or his or 
her seat

• The way you distribute Holy Communion can encourage the communicant to receive 
correctly and reverently

• At completion of this session, we will practice with unconsecrated hosts.  You are all 
encouraged to participate in this session – whether experienced or novice.  If you are 
novice, you must participate. 
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Distribution of the Blood of Christ
• Communicant bows his or her head as a gesture of reverence before 

receiving

• EMHC says: “The Blood of Christ”

• Communicant responds “Amen” 

• EMHC hands over the chalice

• EMHC holds the chalice stem with non-dominant hand while the dominant 
hand holds the purificator

• Communicant may grasp the bowl of the chalice with both hands or one 
hand on bowl and the other underneath the base

• It takes practice to manage these movements in a simple and reverent 
manner.

• At completion of this session, we will practice with chalice and purificator.  
You are all encouraged to participate in this session – whether experienced 
or novice. If you are novice, you must participate. 
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Purificator
• Purpose both for reverence and hygiene

• Best to unfold purificator, so that more areas of purificator may be utilized to 
wipe the chalice’s rim (inside and outside).

• Change current spot of the purificator between communicants (while 
communicant is in possession of the chalice)

• After Communicant returns chalice, wipe both inner and outer rim of the 
chalice, then turn the chalice slightly prior to delivering the Precious Blood to 
the next communicant

• Be sure to wipe where lips were on inside and outside of chalice.

• Learning how to hold the chalice and how to present it reverently to the 
communicant takes some practice

• Show all where purificators are located.
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Mishaps
• If mishap occurs, (Host falls to floor or Precious Blood spillage), do not panic.

• If the Host has accidently fallen to the floor (and did not touch recipients mouth) –
the EMHC can carefully, slowly retrieve the host from floor and consume. If EMHC
does not wish to consume, he may set the host aside and after distribution, ask
the priest or deacon to consume.

• Altar servers are to respond with a purificator, upon which the fallen
consecrated host will be placed by the EMHC. The purificator upon which the
fallen host now resides will then be set upon the altar by the Altar Server for
consumption by the Priest or Deacon.

• If the Host has accidently fallen to the floor after touching the recipients mouth –
the EMHC can carefully, slowly retrieve from floor and set the host aside. And
after distribution, ask the priest or deacon to consume.

• Altar Servers are to respond as described (in blue) above, and in this instance
the EHMC may request hand sanitizer from the Altar Server, so as to cleanse
his or her hands with sanitizer before proceeding.

• Altar servers are being trained to be attentive during Holy Communion so as to be
able to assist when mishaps occurs.

• Provide purificator, deliver hand sanitizer, etc.
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Mishaps
• Never distribute or consume the Precious Blood while in motion.

• If there is a spillage

• Stand over or in front of the area of spillage.

• Ask the Altar Server to come with additional purificators.

• Cover the area with the purificator

• EMHC may continue serving while protecting the area (by 
standing over or in front of spillage area)

• When Altar Server arrives cover the area with purificator until 
Mass is over.

• We already discussed the location of the clean purificators 
(in cabinet in the Sacristy).

• After Mass, point out the area to the Deacon (or priest if no Deacon) 
and assist in the reverent cleaning of the area of spillage.
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Words
• When giving Holy Communion, holding Host or 

Chalice at Communicant’s eye level, the EMHC says 
“The Body of Christ” or “The Blood of Christ”

• Do not modify these words.

• Do not use a person’s first name

• It is not our personal familiarity or closeness to the 
communicant that is operative here

• It is the gift of Christ himself given to those who 
follow his memorial command – “Do this in 
memory of me”.
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Holy Spirit 

• Trust the Holy Spirit to guide you

• Commit yourself to practicing the distribution of 
the sacred species with the reverence and respect 
they always deserve.
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Procedures Before Mass – Section 3
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General Procedures Before Mass
• Bess Elder has been working very diligently to assemble, input and maintain the EMHC 

schedule on/into the Ministry Service (MSP) App and has done a tremendous job 
keeping us all organized.

• I imagine that she will be modifying the roster, and fairly quickly in order to soon 
release the next (quarterly approximately) schedule.  Please be patient as this 
information is loaded/massaged within the App.

• If you are scheduled for a particular date, but realize that you will not be able to serve, 
as early as possible, please use the MSP App to notify and request a substitute.

• Please also use the App to view the schedule, so as to be aware of other EMHCs 
serving at your Mass.  

• Arrive a minimum of 15 (I suggest 20) minutes prior to Mass.

• Upon arrival, obtain name badge (as in past)

• All who are serving as EMHC will receive name tags  (All those EMHC that currently 
have name tags should commence wearing them).

• Seek out the EMHCs and Deacon serving at the Mass with you in order to 
plan/coordinate your stations.

• Be seated or kneel before mass in prayer to prepare yourself to reverently exercise 
your ministry.

• Greeting people at the doors is optional.
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Procedures During Mass – Section 4
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General Procedures During Mass

• Approach right side (St. Joseph side) of sanctuary reverently at the “Sign of 
Peace”,

• When entering the Sanctuary the EMHCs should wear masks and sanitize 
their hands.

• ** Immediately enter the sanctuary, standing behind sanctuary rug.

• And if time permits, the EMHCs may exchange the sign of peace 
immediately upon arrival there.

• EMHCs receive the sacrament(s) as communicants.

• Masks are required for EMHCs at this time.

• At “end” of pandemic (whenever that is declared), we will commence 
distributing the Precious Blood – but not yet.  But we will fully train now 
for the distribution of the Precious Blood.
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General Procedures During Mass 
(Continued)

• Receive sacred vessels from the Priest or Deacon.

• Carefully, reverently depart Sanctuary at same time.

• 4 Ciborium (Priest, Deacon, 2 EMHC); 

• 4 Chalices (When Pandemic is Declared Over)
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General Procedures During Mass (Continued)
• Positions for Distribution of Precious Body (See Charts)

• 2 Main (Priest and Deacon) – 2 Sides EMHC that move to Main.

• Saturday Vigil Mass – Priest and Deacon go to Center Aisle

• EMHC on Mother Mary side (1st) Musicians, (2nd) Side pews, (3rd) Main pews 
(set up on wing, if no one in front row)

• EMHC on St. Joseph side (1st) Side pews, (2nd) Main pews (on wing if no one in 
front row)

• Sunday Masses – Priest and Deacon go to Center Aisle

• EMHC on Mother Mary side (1st) Side pews, (2nd) Main pews (on wing if no one 
in front row), (3rd) Musicians

• May depart from Main pew distribution a bit early to serve the 
musicians/choir

• EMHC on St. Joseph side (1st) Side pews, (2nd) Main pews (on wing if no one in 
front row)

• After distribution to the side and main pews and choir, EMHCs on each side should go to 
the immobile parishioners.  Both EMHCs should look to be sure immobile are served.

• Always Return Ciborium to Priest or Deacon – If necessary, can approach altar to return.
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General Procedures During Mass 
(Continued)

• When distribution of Precious Blood commences 
(after pandemic), the EMHC (Side) stations will be 
modified (See Charts for Stations).
• But we are not yet distributing the Precious Blood.
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General Procedures During Mass 
(Continued)

• When we do begin with Precious Blood distribution – if your chalice has 
been completely consumed, immediately return to the credence table.  

• Again, when we do begin with Precious Blood distribution – After 
distribution, all unconsumed precious blood should be consumed at the 
credence table.

• Never consume while in motion,

• If choose not to consume, then either ask another EMHC, the deacon 
or the priest to consume for you.

• At Sunday Masses – Mother Mary Side EMHC should distribute Precious 
Blood to Choir last.  (If both of these chalices are consumed, another 
Precious Blood EMHC from St. Joseph side should come to distribute 
Precious Blood to Choir).

• Plans are that purification of the sacred chalices by the Deacon will occur 
at the credence table.
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Demeanor and Attire – Section 5
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Demeanor

• Your calling to serve as an EMHC requires that your 
demeanor and attitude reflect the sacredness of the 
actions you are performing

• You will reflect the love of God and your faith as you 
exercise your ministry

• The Church recommends that you experience the 
sacrament of penance at appropriate intervals, so that 
you can perform your ministry in a state of grace
• Encourage once per quarter – though this is not a 

requirement.
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Attire
• Male –

• Collared shirts, 
• Dress slacks, 
• Dress shoes, and 
• Dress socks

• Females –
• Dresses and skirts at appropriate lengths (not more than 4 inches above 

knee),
• Pants are permissible,
• Blouses, dresses should cover chest, shoulders and back

• Respectful but not prudish –
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EMHC to the Sick and Infirmed –
Section 6
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Ministers to the Sick
• While EMHC is with the infirmed and their family, take a moment of quiet to bring 

everyone into the presence of God

• Optional:  Read the Gospel Passage of the day.

• Pray the Lord’s Prayer.

• Present the Body of Christ to the communicant with these words - “Behold the Lamb 
of God, Behold Him who takes away the sins of the world.  Blessed are those called to 
the supper of the Lamb.”

• To which the communicant responds “Lord I am not worthy that you should enter 
under my roof, but only say the word and my soul shall be healed.”  Say this 
response with the communicant(s) to help them.

• Distribute Holy Communion – See the Distribution of Body of Christ Slide #18 above.

• Consider a prayer for departure … perhaps the “Glory be”, or another prayer of 
thanksgiving.  

• Often times, the concentration level and stamina of the infirmed may be depleted due 
to their health situation.  We should all be cognizant of that possibility and we should 
tailor the duration of the visit accordingly. 
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Ministers to the Sick
• Father has ordered Pyx for all EMHC that bring the Precious Body to those 

in need.

• And there should be about a half-dozen to a dozen extra Pyx in the 
Sacristy at any point in time for use, if and when needed.

• Receive and transport the Body of Christ with a Pyx worthy of 
holding/carrying the precious Body of Jesus

• Father has ordered and will soon be receiving new Pyx that present a 
sturdy, reverently beautiful, and secure case for our Lord.

• Father’s preference is that older, worn, and/or less sturdy Pyx be 
traded in at the church for a new pyx.  

• SEAS will maintain an inventory of pyx that can be borrowed from and 
returned  to the church (see the reference of half-dozen to dozen 
extra above).
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Section 7 - Conclusion

• “The faithful who serve as Extraordinary Ministers 
of Holy Communion must be persons, whose good 
qualities of Christian life, faith, and morals 
recommend them.  Let them strive to be worthy of 
this great office, foster their own devotion to the 
Eucharist, and show an example to the rest of the 
faithful by their own devotion and reverence 
toward the most august sacrament of the altar.””  
(Immensae Caritatis No. 1 – June 15, 1978; Pope 
Paul VI)
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Practice Distribution – Section 8
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